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Corporate purpose
§ Why do corporations exist?
§ Purpose as emerging theme in the management/organization literature
§ Lively debate with leadership focus in practice-oriented journals
§ “Making Purpose Real” (Ignatius, 2022; in HBR)
§ “Unlock the Power of Purpose” (de Nalda et al., 2022; in MIT SMR)
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Corporate purpose
§ Why do corporations exist?
§ Purpose as emerging theme in the management/organization literature
§ Focus on leadership in practice-oriented journals
§ Literature reviews in management journals
§ “the definition and application of purpose in management research has
been varied and frequently ambiguous” (George et al., 2021: 1; in JoM)
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Corporate purpose
§ Why do corporations exist?
§ Purpose as emerging theme in the management/organization literature
§ Focus on leadership in practice-oriented journals
§ Literature reviews in management journals
§ Critical debate in management journals
§ “Perhaps corporations are inherently corrupt or corrupting, with or without
purpose. … Put bluntly: Nearly every major societal pathology in the West
today – certainly in the USA – is caused or exacerbated by profit-oriented
corporations” (Davis, 2021: 904; in JMS)
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Corporate purpose
§ Why do corporations exist?
§ Purpose as emerging theme in the management/organization literature
§
§
§
§

Focus on leadership in practice-oriented journals
Literature reviews in management journals
Critical debate in management journals
… conceptual perspective?

§ Main issues
§
§
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(Clegg et al., 2021; in OT; Martela, 2022, Morrison & Mota, 2022; both in AMR)

Level of purpose: Purpose of a corporation vs. purpose of the corporation?
Nature of the corporation: Anthropomorphous being, ephemeral fiction, …?
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Institutional perspective on corporate
purpose
§ Idea of this presentation:
§ Taking the perspective of sociological institutionalism
§ Sketching a conceptual approach to corporate purpose
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Institutional perspective
§ Institutions are collective responses to collective concerns
(Berger & Luckmann, 1967)

§ With their purpose being the link between concern and response

§ The corporation established as a deeply institutionalized collective
response …
§ Organizational form with stable structural features
§ Legal personality, limited liability, entity shielding, transferable shares,
delegated management under a board structure, …

§ … but its purpose has been dynamic and contested over the years
§
§
§
§
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Public interests
Shareholder interests
Employee interests
… self-interests of the corporate persona
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Example: Purpose drifts in the history of
the Aktiengesellschaft
Privilegirte Breslauer Zucker-Raffinerie: First complete Aktiengesellschaft in Prussia (1770)

1803–1815: Napoleonic Wars

Wiener Commerzial-, Leih- und Wechselbank: First complete Aktiengesellschaft in Austria (1787)
General Territorial Law in Prussia (1794)

1804–1918: Austrian Empire

Code de commerce: Concession system established in France (1807)
Civil Code in Austria (1811)

10,000

Act Relative to Incorporations for Manufacturing Purposes: Normative system
established in the U.S. state of New York (1811)
Prussian Corporate Act and Austrian court decree: Shift from octroy to
concession system (1843)

1815–1816: Congress of Vienna

1848: German Revolution

Joint Stock Companies Act: Normative system established in the UK (1844)
Associations Act in Austria: Confirmation of concession system (1859)
State licensing and
supervision

General German Commercial Code in Austria and Prussia (1861)
Reform of commercial law and shift to normative system in Prussia
(1870)
Gründerzeit (1870–1873)
Gründerkrach (1873–1879) triggered by the Panic of 1873

The corporation unleashed

5,000

Reform and recodification of commercial law in Germany
(1884, 1897)
Administrative directive: Reconfirmation of
concession system in Austria (1899)
Emergence of industrial giants in Germany
(1910s and 1920s)

From individualism to communitarianism:
Intellectual reformation

1,000

1866: Austro-Prussian War
1867: Austro-Hungarian Empire
1870/71: Franco-Prussian War
1871–1918: German Empire

1914–1918: First World War
1919–1933: Weimar Republic

1919–1938: Republic of Austria
Legal establishment of workers’
councils and employee representation
in supervisory boards (1919–1920)
1933–1945: Nazi Regime
Hyperinflation (1921–1923)
1938: Annexation of Austria
World Economic Crisis (1929)

The Aktiengesellschaft as the agent of multiple interests

Corporate Act (1937)

1939–1945: Second World War

Reforms of
1949: Federal Republic of Germany
corporate law (1965)
1955: Republic of Austria

1800
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Example: Purpose drifts in the history of
the Aktiengesellschaft
§ Article 70, Austrian Corporate Act
§ “The Executive Board has sole responsibility for managing the company for
the welfare of the enterprise while taking into consideration the interests
of shareholders, employees as well as the general public.”
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Institutional perspective on corporate
purpose
§ Level of purpose: Purpose of the corporation as an institutionalized form
§ Nature of the corporation: “Real” social actor
§ Corporation as social construct
§ But with specific form of actorhood, including purposefulness
§ Actorhood is agentic (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000, 2021)
§ Actors are (authorized) agents for various interests
§ Act on behalf of principals and principles, but also of the self
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Institutional perspective on corporate
purpose
§ Corporate purpose:
§ On behalf of which and whose interests does the corporation as an
institutionalized form legitimately act?
§ Public, shareholder, employee interests, self-interests
§ … future generations, the planet, sustainability?

§ “Basically, we assume that a business firm is a political coalition and that
the executive in the firm is a political broker. The composition of the firm
is not given, it is negotiated. The goals of the firm are not given; they
are bargained.” (March, 1962: 672)
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